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A SUPIrr.Y OF SON?(, BOOM THEORY
by
R. Seebass
I. Introduction.
The theory of the phenomenon we call the sonic boom is not a ^r
complex one; it is simply the consistent first-order theory of the
flow field about an aircraft moving supersonically through a
AA''
stratified atmosphere. The region of the flow field that is of
primary interest in this theory extends from several, to several
hundred, aircraft lengths. The main complication t'in arises is 	 Z	 ^^
that our most elementary theory, which is a linearized one, does not
provide a consistent first-order description of the flow field far	 R"NVOAA&M,,W.
from the aircraft. Let me explain what I mean by first order: Any
aircraft, as it moves through the air, produces disturbances in
physical variables whose ratio with their undisturbed values is pro-
portional to the ratio of some measure of the thickness of the
aircraft to its length. For practical aircraft this "slenderness
ratio" is always small. A typical value for SST aircraft is 1:20.
When I speak of a first-order theory, I mean one that computes
departures from the undisturbed flow that are the same-size as, that
is the same order as, the slenderness ratio of the aircraft. Second-
order quantities are roughly the same size as the square of this ratio.
As I have already mentioned, our simplest theory - the linearized
one - is a first-order theory that is not corysistently correct to this
oreler as we proceed farther and farther from the aircraft. To construct
* Presented at the Annual Aviation and Space Division Coy.fereAce of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, June 19, 1968. The
preparation of this survey was sponsored by NASA Grant NCA,33-010-054.
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a consistent first-order theory we need to correct this linearized
theory for cumulative second-order effects that eventually make a
first-order contribution.
What I would like to do in the first part of my talk is to
outline the basic theory of sonic booms for the case of steady flight
in an atmosphere without winds. If you will accept two or three
results that are not completely obvious, then with a little fluid
mechanics, trigonometry and elementary calculus the theory can be
deduced rather simply. Unsteady flight, steady winds and atmospheric
turbulence introduce effects which, although most of them can be
accounted for, are beyond the scope of this talk.
In developing this simple theory, I want to focus your attention
on certain conclusions one may draw from it, so that in the last pert
of my talk we can briefly examine the feasibility of reducing the
Impact of the sonic boom by aerodynamic means.
II. Sonic Boom Theory.
Let's begin our whirlwind tour of sonic boom theory. There are
two basic approaches-to such a theory; the easiest route to the
results we desire draws upon 'both approaches. They are illustrated in
Figure 1. In the aerodynamic approach we assume the aircraft to be fixed
In a steady supersonic stream; in the acoustic approach, we consider
the sircraft moving in a medium at rest. The latter approach is the
easiest to extend to unsteady aircraft motions. In either approach the
radial and azimuthal coordinated r and ® are convenient ones. The
acoustic time coordinate t multiplied by the aircraft speed U is
analogous to the x coordinate of the aerodynamic approach. The Mach
3
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angle and the 'prandt-Glauert factor B are defined in the figure.
The ray tube shown emanating from the aircraft in the acoustic
approach is defined by the normals to the auoustic wave fronts. The
distance along the ray tube will be denoted by s, while the phase
variable C is measured Byrom the location of the pressure disturbance
that is generated by the passage of the aircraft. Aside from a scale
factor, the pressure signature in the two approaches is the sage.
There are three distinct regions in both approaches: A local
region near the aircraft where the flow is fully three -dimensional;
the mi.".-field region centered about Mach waves in which the distance
away from the Mach waves is small compared to the distance away from
the aircraft; the far-field region where the pressure signature of the
aircraft has acquired the shape that persists to infinity.
It is convenient to examine the mid-field region, which is the
region of primary Interest to us, in three steps: First we consider
the linearized aerosynaVmic theory for the mid-field, region. Next we
put ourselves in a coordinate system moving with the wave down a
ray tube and momentarily neglect ray tube area changes and atmospheric
effects. In this coordinate system we correct the linearized theory
for cumulative second,-order effects. Finally we use the concepts of
geometrical acoustics to adjust these results so that they account for
ray tube area changes and atmospheric stratification.
Figure 2 depicts the linearized theory of the mid-field region.
Consider the pressure field at x,r,e. The disturbance here can only
result from disturbances that originated in the fore Mach'cone of
this point. Indeed, one can show that if x - Or « r, then the local
^F
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pressure disturbance is composed of two parts: one due to the cross-
sectional area of the aircraft as cut by the tangent to the fore Mach
cone; the other due to the component of the force, on the perimeter
of the cross-section, that is perpendicular to the free stream and
lies in the e C constant plane. That is
pot (x,r;®) = pV(x+r4®) + PL(x +r'+8)
o	 ,
where pV
 is the pressure disturbance generated by a slender body of
revolution whose cross-sectional area distribution, S W(x,9), is the
same as the area cut by the fore Mach cone projected on to an x
0
constant plane, and where PL is the pressure field generated by a body
of revolution with the cross-sectional area distribution
Ofx
SL(x,®)	 p v2
Here ,y is the component of force perpendicular to the free stream
that lies in the e = constant plane. Note that as x 4 co,
SL(x;e) 4 R(lift) cose /p U2.
Thus we see that pressure disturbance for a complex three-
dimensional configuration can be reduced to the calculation of the
pressure field due to an equivalent body of revolution S(x;9)
SV(x;e) + SL(x;9), provided that x - Or << r. That is
po(X 'r 'e) =	 .......	 x-fir	
Sn(1ge)
WE
YPM2	 T20r i2 1'	 0	 4 x -Or-x
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The function
F(t;®)	 1	 (Xie dx,
jo	 ,^ x
11^
which was first introduced by Herald B. Whitham, is often a more
convenient one than the pressure. This function, usually referred
to as "the Whitham function", has the following useful and easily
verified properties:
CD
F(t;6)dt o 0-
0
F(t;0) w Olift/4WPU2t3/2 as t
Throughout we will use ( )' to indicate disturbance quantities
and ( )o to distinguish linearized disturbance values from the cor-
rected quasi-linear ones. As I mentioned, this linearized theory
fails far from the body. Indeed, it does not provide shock waves
across which physical quantities are discontinuous, but only Vlach our-
faces across which the derivatives of physical quantities are
discontinuous. To illustrate this failure and explain the appropriate
remedy, let me switch from the steady aerodynamic approach to the
acoustic point of view. As long as we are only interested in second-
order effects we may assume the flow is isentropic. Any shock waves
that appear in our theory will only cause third-order changes in the
entropy. Also for the moment, let me consider the flow to be one-
dimensional and in a steady uniform medium. Then, if we consider
small amplitude waves of only one family, that is a flow in which
all the perturbations travel in the same direction, one can show
that the second-order equation for the perturbation velocity is the
inviscid form of Burger's equation.. That is
i•et. 1
0 It 1,0
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Here a is the sound speed in the undisturbed medium and Y tho ratio
of the specific heats. Now acoustics, or the linearized theory,
replaces the exact convection term which consists of the local sound
speed plus the local convective velocity with a. We need to examine
the effect of the next-order term rv' that results from a change in
the sound speed (due to the pressure disturbance) of 2 °v', and
from the convection v'. If we change from the coordinate system s,t
to a coordinate system following the linearized disturbance E=s-at, r=t/r
then the equation becomes
I
	
	 e	 I
eav
aT + v	
=	 = 06
Thus values of v' are preserved along particle.paths in the new
coordinate system. As a consequence, if our initial disturbance was
v'(C 90), as shown in Figure 3, then at a later time it will have
evolved to v'(9,t) as shown. It is clear that there is a first-order
distortion in wave shape for large times. Unfortunately this
construction leads to a solution which is triple-valued and untenable
on physical grounds. Naturally, this occurs because we have riot included
viscosity, which prevents av'/8t from ever becoming infinite.
Introducing viscosity to prevent the solution from becoming
triple-valued is,in the limit of vanishing viscosity, the same as
introducing a shock wave which renders the solution discontinuous but
otherwise single-valued. There are numerous equivalent methods of
introducing shock waves. One way that requires no previous information
ii
	
is to integrate the equation from -	 to	 +_,land assume that
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as • 4 + tag v' Q•t) -* 0. A better procedure uses the fact that a weak
shock wave bisects the characteristic that run into it. For simplicity
we adopt the first procedure, which gives
1	 av, / dt	 d 1 v' dt
	 -r1 v' 
aV I 
df o 0,
-p at	 dt 
-0	 E
or
1 v'dC o constant.
This simple rule tells us to locate the shock waves in such a
way that we preserve the area under the v'(&) curve, making the
solution discontinuous but otherwise single-valued. This procedure
allows us to calculate the decay^of the pressure pulse once a shock
wave has formed. Consider the triangular profile of amplitude vQ
and wave length Ao shown in Figure	 In our linear theory this profile
would not change with time. But our quasi -linear theory says that each
point on this profile will advance a distance proportional to its
amplitude. The advance of a point with amplitude vo is
a v r1t vp (i)di = rfe V'( A )dl/s,.
0	 0
We see from the figure that to introduce a discontinuity, that is a
shock wave, that renders the solution unique we must have
vo to a vs X.
We can also note from the figure that
v'	 a+a
v's
thus the amplitude of the discontinuity is given by
V s = VOU + a/xo)"
PNote that the position of the shock wave is determined by making
the two shaded areas equal.
Now that we know how to correct our basic result for cumulative
second-order effects by allowing the wave shape to distort and by
Introducing shock waties, we need only provide the rule by which we
adjust these results for ray tube area changes and atmospheric in•-
homogenities. To do this we need the simple theory of geometrical
acoustics. Figure 5 depicts a side and a front view of a ray tube.
Recall that the normals to the acoustic wave fronts define the ray
tube. Thus in an isothermal atmosphere the ray tube area is °r;
directly below the aircraft it is -Z. 	 ►^
If we consider such a ray tube, then as long as the scale of
atmospheric inhomogenities is small compared to the wave length of
our signature, that is A/H « 1, then one can show that the re-
flection and diffraction of energy due to ray tube area changes may
be neglected. Consequently the energy flux is constant along the ray
tube; this flux is composed of an internal energy flux and a pressure
work term. Because the internal energy Flux is proportional to the
pressure work we can conclude that
p®v®A = constant
along ray tubes, where A is the area of the ray tube. This result,
combined with the simple consequence of linearized theory,
vo pI/pa,
leads to the condition that
r	 r?	 .
po 	 pe AV
....... ;. 	 s	 constant
	
^a	 P
along a ray tube. %%is theory is, of course,`
 a linear one, and we
need to correct it for quasi-lincur affects. Because
r	 yr
P;	
Vo	 O
and
d	 r	 s r
a r^ VodQ	 1. po . di
	s o a	 se P
we may conclude that the pressure behind the shock wave is
pi's
	 P -^+	
r	
^ 	
A	 s d^
Pa A P#	P*%A	 ^►o 
a P*a* se 
'Here ( ^e refers to reference conditions that are to be determined
by the linear theory.
In general the q+.adrature in the above formula must be carried,
out numerically. However, for an isothermal atmosphere in which
P ° PeeXp '( Z"Ze)/H the numerical results are given by the error
function. If we consider the a 0 plane, then below the aircraft the
pressure behind the shock is
p0
F
	
rM p 
..... a 	 1 + ....^ . -- 2-uHZ erf r;H- .. er!FT
pi
	^^o Tp	
a
When H - co, we obtain the result that applied for all Z in a homo-
geneous atmosphere:
I
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1	 ^
P. FT	 Flo s
Thus in a homogeneous atmosphere the asymptotic decay of ps is
ps ro 2-3/11 •
However, in an isothermal atmc )sphere, if Z/2H >s 1, then
Ps	
pZ* 1 
+ 
rm P* FZ
#721
A 
pe	 p+rZ	 OXOTP* 
and we see that the asymptotic behavior is
r a Z".P®
P
This decreased decal rate results when the gave length of the signal
has reached its asymptotic value. In a homogeneous atmosphere the
wave length continues to grow as Z140
III. General ConseqL
 
u^ences.
•i^rM^^aM^urs bps+ ^il^ Yrri
The extension of this theory to give the full pressure signature,
not just ps, is simple indeed. We compute the advance of each point
relative to pointer with zero advance. Hither this advances the point
so liar that the solution becomes triple-valued and the signature is
truncated by a shock wave, or it does not. In the letter case we must
compute the distorted signature shape. ror a non-idealized atmosphere
this must be done) numerically. However, this can be clone without
k
ra
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specifying the signature shape. We simply need tabulated values of
is
	 dA
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along various ray paths, the simplest and most important path being
the one directly under the aircraft, and the ray paths themselves.
In the stratosphere the atmosphere is essentially isothermal and
the density depay nearly exponential. Thus the error function result
is quite satisfactory so long as it is used in the stratosphere.
Typical local end the average atmospheric scale heights are tabulated
below;
Altitude (ft)
-
, Haverage (ft)	 Hlocal (ft)
20 9 000	 329000
	 29$00
40,000	 29,000	 220000
60,000
	 250000	 21,000
80 9 000	 23000	 219000
Mr. Kenneth Plotkin has tabulated the various quantities needed to
calculate the signature shape for the ICAO standard atmosphere. His
results indicate that the increase in ray tube area due to the
temperature gradient in the troposphere compensates to a large degree
the effects of increased density there.
By examining the above results for the advance in iso-
thermal and homogeneous atmospheres, we can see that the signature
shape that exists at Z ¢ 2 H in a homogeneous atmosphere is the
asymptotic shape that occurs below the aircraft in an isothermal
atmosphere. This, of course, is a simple consequence of equating the
11
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asymptotic advance that occurs in'an isothermal atmosphere with the
advance that occurs first as homogeneous atmosphere. This important
tact was first pointed out by Wallace D. Hayes 3 . The advance that has
occurred at Z to ii in an isothermal atmosphere is 97.4% the total
ultimate advance; at Z a 211 it is within 99.5% of its final value.
While it is possible to conceive of aircraft with overpressure
signatures that never evolve to the extent that shock waves occur
and we shall examine this possibility further in just a minute - this
is not the case for present supersonic aircraft. For the typical SST,
such as the Boeing 2707, the far-field overpressure signature below
the aircraft consists of a shock wave, followed by an expansion that 	
k,.
Is linear with time after or distance from the passage of the shock
wave, to a pressure that is about as far below the ambient pressure as
the pressure behind the initial shock wave was above it. This linear
decrea,se , is terminated by a second shock wave which brings tbo pressure
back to near its ambient value. The return to ambient pressure occurs
in a weak isentropic compression that is a consequence of the cylindrical
nature of the wave propagation involved. This far-field signature is
aptly described by the terminology "N-wave".
One way of characterizing this signature is by the pressure rise
across the front (and, below the aircraft, the strongest)-shock wave;
this is often called the overpressure level. For reasons that will be
clear later, we shall use the terminology "shock pressure rise". If
we take the results of our theory and relate the reference conditions
to the actual aircraft parameters, then it is easy to show that as 1/h-100
two components of the shock pressure rise, ps, have the following behavior:
I
t` .	 x
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01/8Vl/2 coo 1/20	 Ph
Pg,	 hl/2) 3/4	 Pg
p^
	
s3 /@t^c®s
Mhl/2) 1/4
Here h j , V and W are the altitude, length, weight and volume of the
aircraft. The reference pressure P^ is the ambient pressure at the
flight altitude h and P  is the ambient pressure at. the
( 4o paj e 14)
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ground. There are two contributions, of course, one due to volume,
ttii_^ other due to the lift or weight of the aircraft. While the volume
contribution deceyo; more rapidly with altitude, the lift contribution
decays more rapidly with azimuth angle. Neither contribution depends
strongly on the Mach number. The constant of proportionality depends
on the shape of the aircraft. For the volume contribution this constant
may be zero, as indeed it is for the axisymmetric version of Busemann's
bi-plane. For the lift contribution this constant has a minimum value
under the proviso that we do not change the Bernoulli constant of the
flow. As you can see, the higher the altitude the lower the over-
pressure, p$, and the larger the relative significance of the lift
contribution.
The complete theory, including the effects of steady winds, is the
result of a large number of individual contributions. Some of the more
important ones are listed below, along with the year the contribution
was made.-16
LANDAU 1945 LIGHTHILL 1954
BLOKI -NTSEV 1946 KELLER 1954
HAYES 1947954 BUSF24AN d 1955
FRIEDRICHS 1948 LO MAX 1956
WHITHAM 1950:52953956 RYZHOV 1961
IV. Reducing the Sonic Boom.
I should like to employ the theory I have just outlined to discuss
some of the aerodynamic means by which we may be able to reduce the
"impact" of the
i
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sonic boom. Of course there are non-aerodynamic means of reducing
the impact of the sonic boom. One scheme that has a number of
adherents is symbolized in Figure 6. Personally• I prefer a more
sophisticated approach. A number of aerodynamic schemes for reducing
the impact of the sonic: boom have been proposed in the last few years.
Some embody ideas that may eventually prove useful to the designers
of real aircraft; others are untenable in that they do not satisfy the
basic laws of physics. I have picked two examples krom among those that
fall in the first category. They are listed below along with various
parameters that are directly related to the magnitude of the sonic boom.
ENGINE STREAMTUBE AREA REDUCTION
DESIGN AIRCRAFT WITH LESS ANNOYING SIGNATURES
INCREASE: . LIFT/DRAG RATIO
DECREASE: SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION, STRUCTURAL WEIGHT
INCREASE: ALTITUDE C/.'ABILITY, LENGTH
The ellipsis indicates that the first part of the list is
Illustrative and incomplete. Two items on the list relate directly
to the overall efficiency of the aircraft. Any improvement in the
efficiency of the aircraft results both in lower operating costs and
reduced sonic boom overpressures. I have included these last three
items to indicate that we must not overlook the possibility of
straightforward improvements in the state-of-the-art in these areas
bringing substantial sonic boom overpressure reductions.
As I mentioned earlier, we cannot escape the boom due to lift
without modifying the Bernoulli constant of the flow. The equivalent
slender body of revolution due to lift never closes; it has a finite
base area far downstream that is proportional to the lift. Aircraft
engines, however, modify the Bernoulli constant of the flow that passes
through ahem, and it is not entirely unreasonable to think of aircraft
in which a reduction in engine stream tube area is used to compensate
for the growth of the equivalent body of revolution due to lift. Hypo-
thetically, it is possible to totally eliminate the boom due to lift in
this way. This was first pointed out by E.L. Resler, JrS,
Naturally, the second law of thermodynamics requires that infinitely
far downstream the exit stream tube area be larger than the entering
one. This pluming of the engine exhaust, which takes many aircraft
lengths to occur, gives rise to a weak pressure disturbance at the
ground. A portion of this disturbance accounts for the support of the
aircraft by the pressure field there. Because the disturbance is spread
out over such a large longtitudinal distance, it is reasonable to assume
that no significant steepening of the disturbance into shock wave occurs.
A detailed engine cycle analysis carried out by Reslerl indicates how
very difficult it is to make gains by this route with nominal restrictio:is
on engine size and turbine inlet temperature. Total elimination of the
exhaust stream tube area in the present SST configurations would reduce
the boom due to lift by about 5. However, should it eventually prove
practical to design aircraft with engines whose stream-tube capture area
is a significant fraction of SW/pU2 , then reasonable gains may be ex-
petted by this route.
I would like to conclude with a discussion of the possibility of de-
signing aircraft with their overpressure signatures modified to reduce
human annoyance. Here l tread dangerous ground. Our understanding
of which features of the overpressure signature are the most
a
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undesireable ones is far from complete. If shock waves are absent
from the signature and the compression rise times are on the order of
hundredths of a second, then there is little accoustical energy
present in the audible range. The most annoying feature of the sonic
boom, as experienced outdoors, lies in the shock waves themselves.
On the other hand the low frequencies, which are inaudible outdoors,
contain the majority of the accoustical energy and cause structures to
vibrate and windows to rattle. As a consequence, even an overpressure
signature without shock waves may not be much less annoying indoors than
its fully steepened counterpart. Let me leave these unanswered questions
with the ad-hoc assumption that one of the most annoying features of
the sonic boom, at least as it is experienced outdoors, is due to the
r
presence of shock waves in the overpressure signatures, and turn to the
technical and answerable question of whether it is indeed possible to
design practical aircraft with overpressure signatures that do not con-
tain shock waves, and if not, then for a given aircraft length and flight
conditions, what is the minimum achievable iihock pressure rise?
Several years ago F.R. McLean of the NASA Langley Research Center
noted that it takes several hundred aircraft lengths for the overpressure
signature to reach its asymptotic form1 9 This led McLean to examine the
requirements on aircraft length and weight for a fixed altitude and
Mach number to achieve finite rise-time overpressure signatures. The
results of Lis most recent study are shown in Figure 7.2®
At first glance, these results seem to be fairly pessimistic ones.
We see that to achieve a 1/100 of a second rise-time, instead of the front
and rear shock waves, requires that a 600,000 pound aircraft by nearly
1,000 feet long. McLean assumed that the only effect of the atmosphere was
Y
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that it altered the overpressure level, not the signature shape.
But as Hayes has pointed out the signature shape that exists 	 H
atmospheric scale heights from the aircraft in a homogeneous atmos-
phere is the shape that is achieved asymptotically in an isothermal
atmosphere. Thus, we can expect further improvement in McLean's re-
cults as a result of atmospheric effects.
Figure 8 depicts the ratio of the advance that would occur in
an isothermal atmosphere of scale height H. relative to that which
would occur in the same distance in a homogeneous atmosphere. Note
that, for a typical cruise altitude of 65,000 feet and a scale height
appropriate to the stratosphere, the exponentially increasing density
has reduced the advance to 65% of the advance that would occur in a
uniform medium. Unfortunately, as a sample calculation will show, the
aircraft length required is proportional to the 2/5 power of the advance,
and for these conditions would be 84% of the length computed by Ed McLean.
The aircraft length ratio, &/Rh = WcI )2/5 is also shown in Figure 8.
An important unanswered question Is how much advantage one can
• '	 '+	 d ..... w
take•	 .,of the Isentropic tail pres-
sure wave of the signature to help eliminate the rear shock'Vave and
reduce the aircraft length requirement. Figure 9 shows the pressure signature
in terms of the Whitham function, of an aircraft that has been designed
to take some advantage of this tail wave. 	 Here we have matched the
asymptotic behavior of the pressure for large x to a linear pressure
decrease following the pressure peak. In terms of the Whitham function
we have taken the tail wave to be
19
F(x;0)`V-OW/4WYpeM2(x-6)3/2
where 8 is an undetermined constant. If we match the pressure at
X V A to the tailwave pressure, demand that the pressure gradients be
sufficiently small I so that no rear shock occurs , e require that
 
® 0,
FO
P(t;O)dt
and invert an earlier result to rind
dt
R
YV*M 	 o
then we obtain four aigebraic equations relating the unknowns ,^,A, S
and W. The solution of these equations gives
Z 3.26	 2OW	 a kh;S)2/5
8 ,n . Fa	 ah
Here Oh is the advance that would occur in a homogeneous atmosphere and
TM? (2 )'
If AN is the length required to eliminate the front shock wave alone
for the same weight W. then for the pressure signature considered here
4 must be 1.43 J1 *in order to eliminate bath shock waves.
tC'. off 14
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Had we considered a pressure signature that was anti-symmetrical
about x o A e Le4nR did  we would find
where	 fN ^.. ^ a kh 2/5am-
a Ch
For a homogeneous atmosphere, at: a h , and the length given by this
formula is that computed by McLean.
Thus, we see that the use of the natural tail wave can be quite
helpful in eliminating the rear shock wave. Undoubtedly this
particular calculation is an overly optimistic one. To carry out
the calculation properly we must use the actual behavior of the tail
wave rather than its asymptotic behavior. These details remdin to be
worked out. FxLensive numerical studies carried out by McLean indicate that
h	
d in	 a minin the lengthst=2a is not unreasonable axid the factor 2 has been use
ernoul e" o st nThe point o
	
made here is a even w t	 e	 shown in
Figure 7•
of the flow fixed, the question of minimum sonic boom shock pressure
rise is a closed one. For any given aircraft weight, flight Mach number
and altitude, if the aircraft is sufficiently long, then shock waves
may be avoided altogether. This is a consequence of two phenomena: the
slow evolution of the signature toward its asymptotic shape in a homo-
geneous atmosphere; the "freezing" of the signature shape that occurs
because of the nearly exponential increase in atmospheric density with
distance below the aircraft. While the lengths required for total
elimination of the shock waves in the aircraft signature are beyond our
present structural capability, this possibility may eventually be
realized as improvements in specific fuel consumption, lift-to-drag
ratio and structural weight accrue.
21
If we assume that we must accept shoos: waves in our signature, then
following the arguments of Jones 21 , it is clear that the signature
that will minimize the front shock pressure rise is that indicated in
Figure 10. Here we allow a large pressure peak ( essentially a
b^
	
s - function) followed by the linear increase of our finite-rise time
signature: To maximize the lift for a given shock pressure rise,
the pressure must be as large as possible without adding any further
contribution to the shock pressure rise. As a consequence, for a
given weight and length aircraft and given flight conditions, there
is minimum shock pressure rise.
We are interested in the limit e 4 0 as this leads to the minimum
possible shock pressure rise; however, it also leads locally to infinite
pressures. Still, we expect the limit e + 0 to give shock pressure rises
that, although they can never be achieved can actually be approached in
practice.
It is a simple matter to apply the res ,11ts given in our review
of the theory to deduce that for an isothermal atmosphere this minimum shock
shock pressure rise is
...ge	 2l	 a, A 1 + 6 15 OWkahh
 _ ~ -(Pa^Pg	 3k	 20	 of h	 5 l^ti' Pea	 l	 1 '
The condition that pµ  0 recovers our previous result for the
length at which there s no front shock wave at all.
s
z
t-
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t
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To generalise results such as this one for an isothermal atmos-
phere to as real atmosphere, we simply need to multiply the pressure
rise by
Tdo
A 
where Ai/A is the ratio of the isothermal ray tube area to the real
ray tube area, evalual;ed va the ground, and Tai/Tg is the ratio of the
temperature of flight altitude to the temperature at the ground.
The maximum pressure in this signature will be larger than the
shock pressure rise. If we ask what the minimum achievable over-
pressure is, then it is clear that the pressure must be constant after
the initial pulse and eguaal to the pressure behind the shock. In
this case the result eis
p^	 2 
TOM
1	 A, 1+
	
wkahh `- 1
p	 3 k a h	
2
e,ia5'/
If we examine the above formulas in the limit Vh+ 0, then we
recover the far-field lower bound of L.B. Jones Tor lift alone. We
have not included the volume contribution for two reasons: First, as
Busemaann pointed out, in principle it can be eliminated and need not
contribute to the pressure signature; second, for the aircraft and
altitudes of interest for commercial supersonic transport, the lifti
contribution is the dominant one. Because the volume contribution has been
eliminaa,ted,	 the above formulas represent the minimum attainable
shock pressure rise and overpressure.
s These results, which generalize the far-field lower bo nds given
by L.B. Jones to the mid- ield region, were derived by me	 and also by
colleague Albert R. George subsequent to my oral presentat on of this
material.
r
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As an example of the last two results, we consider a 600,000
pound aircraft flying at a Mach number of 2.7 at 60,000 feet. Figure 11
shows the minimum front shock wave pressure rise and overpressure as a
function of aircraft length for these conditions. Also indicated on
rr
the figure is the far-field lower bound of Jones. Substantial gains accrue
because of mid-field effects. If the aircraft is 300 feet long, then
the first result gives a front shock pressure rise of 0.62 pounds per
square foot and the second an overpressure of 1.04 pounds per square
foot. Unfortunate3 the rear-shock wave in both cases would have a
significantly larger pressure rise.
It seems that to complete the signature of Figure 10 in ruch a
way so as to minimize the front and rear shock pressure rises,simul-.
taneously, we need to rotate the front lobe of the signature clockwise
through 1800. Actually the b,)dy may be truncated short of this full
length. The resi, .=al tail wave that exists nat%irally behind the
signature would allow such a truncation without increasing the rear
shock pressure rise above that of the front shock wave. Just how
much advantage we may take of this fact is not yet clear. For this
reason I have not made any attempt to take any advantage of it here.
As a consequence, the lengths obtained will not be true optimums.
The argument that this is the optimum signature, tail wave effects
aside,
is a lengthy one I simply
give the results here, noting that truss optimum shock pressure rise,
including the tail wave effects, must be between these values and
Vthose given above for the front shock wave alone. For the full anti-
symmetrical signature we find
ps	 2 a	 aye	^	 6z	 15 sWkahh
(P P )	 3k (20)h a.. h	 l + 5Q2 16-t P p/2a B
	
a h
and
Poo _ ..2	 c	 h	 1 + 9	 $Wkahh I h
(PaP )	 3k (20)'   a h	 8v2 pa
"/2
B
where ra 1-2h and Z = 1- (5/4 12).. Note that as j1h -v 0 these results
again reduce to the far-field lower bounds given by Jones. Below the
aircraft the rear shock wave of the far-field signature is always
weaker than the front shock wave. Consequently no additional length
is required.
Figure 12 depicts the maximum shock pressure rise (front or rear)
as a function of aircraft length for the conditions of Figure 11. Also
indicated (by the dashed line) is the length for a given front shock
pressure rise, p'. The absolute optimum for equal front and rear
shock pressure rise must lie between the two rhults. 'At this stage
we can only conjecture that it lies nearer the upper curve and hope
that we are wrong.
Figure 13 depicts these same results for two weights that,are more
appropriate to a domestic SST. With the reduced range requirement of
domestic operation there is a considerable saving in aircraft weight.
Note that a 300 foot 300,000 pound -domestic SST should be able to
operate with overpressures below 1.0 pounds per square foot. Indeed,
It seems likely that such levels are achievable even for a h509000
pound aircraft of the same length. Whether such configurations are
prac.ical remains to be determined. Antonio Perr17' yhas studied
practical configurations that have pressure signatures that embody
some of the principles set forth here. His results are indeed
promising and indicate that such over-pressure levels are not unrealistic
ones.
V. Conclusion.
In conclusion, it seems to me that we can safely prognosticate
a continual evolution of SST designs with greatly improved sonic boom
characteristics. While major gains may be expected from improvements
in the overall efficiency of such a£rcraf^, as well as through novel
design features such as the ones gust discussed, I do not foresee any
revolutionary concept that will totally eliminate the sonic boom.
Recent research efforts seem to be pointing the way to the design of
a domestic SST with cruise overpressures of less than one pound per
square foot. Should the shock pressure rise prove to be a more critical
parameter than the maximum overpressure level, an even lower value of
this quantity seems likely. Whether or not these evolutionary gains
will be sufficient to make a domestic SST an economically viable con-
cept is as yet unknown. We cannot hope to provide the answer until we
know what features of the overpressure signature are the - most annoying
ones, and what integrated overpressure loadings are likely to prove to
be acceptable.
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FIGURE TITLES
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
Figure u
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9
Aerodynamic and acoustic points of view
Fore Mach cone for linearized mid-field solution
Quasi-linear evolution of ACM
Diagram showing location of shock wave
Ray tubes in geometrical acoustics
Reprinted by permission of the New Yorker
McLean's results for various finite rise-times; H = 2.7,
h = 61,000 ft.
Ratio of advance and aircraft length for an isothermal
atmosphere to their values in a homogeneous atmosphere
Finite rise-time pressure signature
Figure 10
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13.
Minimum shock pressure rise signature
Front shock pressure.rise as a function of aircraft length
for the conditions specified. The rear shock has not
been attenuated were. The length 108 ft. time 1.7
corresponds to the 69h ft. aircraft without shock waves
of Figure 10.
Shock pressure rise as a function of aircraft length for
the conditions specified. The rear shock is weaker than
the front for the lengths given here.
Shock pressure rise as a function of aircraft length for
typical domestic SST weights.
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MOONS
Minimum Sonic Boom Shock Strengths and Overpressures.
The question of the minimum realizable sonic boom shock pressure
rise is, in a sense, a closed one. For any given aircraft weight,
flight Mach number and altitude, if the aircraft is sufficiently long,
then shock waves may be avoided a3together. This is a consequence of
two phenomena: the slow evolution of the signature toward its
asymptotic shape in a homogeneous atmosphere I ; the "freezing" of the
signature shape that occurs because of the nearly exponential increase
in atmospheric density with distance below the aircraft. 2 Typical
length requirements for total elimination of the shock waves in the
aircraft signature are beyond our present structural capability .3
Ferric has pointed out, however, that within the lengths presently under
consideration for the Boeing 2707 (313 feet), it is possible to design
realistic aircraft with overpressures below those given by the far-field
lower bounds.4
We report here two formulas that give the minimum achievable
front shock pressure rise and the minimum achievable overpressure level,
for given aircraft and flight conditions. These results have also been
obtained by George s. In the first instance the overpressure level is
always larger than the shock pressure rise; in the second,, it is always
the same. We give the results for an isothermal atmosphere; it is a
straightforward matter to generalize them to an arbitrary steady
atmosphere. The Whitham function that gives these results, F(x;O), is
depicted in Figure 1.
The minimum.achievable front shock pressure rise, Ps , is given by,
Yak ,^,. 	 2 M2 	^" A tl + 6 ( 1 SWlcahh,	
- 1)a ^ 1t	 3k ( 2^	 a h	 g 16 14 7 A	 •
The minim%°, achievable overpreaut re, P s® , is
Poo 2 IM2 
a*A	 C 1 + ^ tic.-.. a..^'_5/2^Is - 1(PaPg	 3k (2 0 )h a h	 81rP.M a s	 •
Here Pa and Pg are the atmospheric pressures at the flight
altitude h and at the ground, M is the flight Mach number, S (M2-1)110
X is the aircraft length, W its weight,
and a/a.is the ratio of the advance  that occurs in an isotheri4al
atmosphere to that which would occur in a homogeneous atmosphere. The
advance is a result of non-linear phenomena and provides the steepening
mechanism that leads to shock waves.
If we examine the above formula in the limit a - ► 0, then we
recover the far-field lower bound of Jones  for lift alone. We have
not included the volume contribution for two reasons: first, as
Busemann pointed out, in principle it can be eliminated and need not
contribute to the pressure signature; second, for the aircraft and
altitudes of interest for commercial supersonic transport, the lift
contribution is the dominant one. Because the volume contribution
can be eliminated, the above formulas represent the minimum attainable
shock p%essure rise and overpressure.
As an example, we consider a 600,000 pound ssircraft flying at
a Mach number of 2.7 at 60,000 feet. Figure 2 shows the minimum front
2
3shock wave pressure rise and overpressure as a function of aircraft length
for these conditions. Also indicated on the figure is the far-field
lower bound of Jones 6 . gubbtantial gains accrue because of laid-field
effects. If the aircraft is 300 feet long, then the first result gives
a front shock pressure rise of 0.62 pounds per square foot and the second
an overpressure of l.Oh pounds per square foot. Unfortunately the rear-
shock wave in both cases would have a significantly larger pressure rise.
It seems that to complete the signature of Figure 1 in such a
way so as to minimise the front and rear shock pressure rases simul-
taneously, we need to rotate the front lobe of the signature clockwise
through 1800 .. Actually the body may be truncated short of this full
length. The residual tail wave that exists naturally behind the
signature would allow such a truncation without increasing the rear
shock pressure rise above that of the front shock wave. ? Just how much
advantage we may take of this fact is not yet clear. For this reason 	 {
no attempt has been made to take any advantage of it here. As a conse-
quence, the lengths obtained will not be true optimums.
The argument that this is the optimum signature, tail wave effects
aside, is based on the calculus of variations. It is not a proof
however, because the calculus of variations only tells us that optimum
signature shape cannot be a continuous function. The argument in favor,
of this signature, while straight- forward, is a lengthy one. We simply
give the results here, noting that true optimum shock pressure rise,
including the tail wave effects, must be between these values and those
given above for-the front shock wave alone. For the Bill anti-symmetrical
signature we find
r
4Ps	 2 o	 ah a	 6T
	 15 OWkah
1
cpap )	 3k (2^S) a	 h	 5Q2 
1.6T Paa5/26
and
Poop	 2	 a	 ah a	 9	 OWkah"	
1
	
(paP 3k ( Q a h	 8ap- a 1►g
►here a = 1-2
-h
 and T = 1-(5/4 ). Note that as A/h 4 0 these results
again reduce to the far-field lower bounds given by Jones. Below the
aircraft the rear shock wave of the far-field signature is always weaker
than the front shock wave. Consequently no additional length is required.
Figure 3 depicts the maximum shock pressure rise as a function of
aircraft length for the conditions of Figure 2. Also indicated (by the
dashed line) is the Length for a given front shock pressure rise, ps.
The absolute optimum for equal front and rear shock pressure rise must
lie between the two results. At this stage we can only conjecture that
it lies nearer the upper curve and.hope that we are wrong.
Figure 4 depicts these same results for two weights that are more
appropriate to a domestic EST. With the reduced range requirement of
domestic operation there is a considerable saving in aircraft weight.
Note that a 300 foot 300,000 pound domestic SST should be able to
operate with overpressures below 1.0 pounds per square foot. Indeed,
it seems likely that such levels are achievable even for a 450,000 pound
ry
aircraft of the same length. Whether such configurations are practical
remains to be determined.
Pr-
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I
	 These overpressure value s are substantially less than those
currently obtained in gE4T desi ;ne satisfying similar conditions. For
simplicity, we have assumed that the atmosphere is isothormal and
that the density scale height is 20 9000 feet. These conditionb are
appropriate for the stratosphere; the very small error introduced by
using stratospheric conditions in the troposphere has been neglected.
To adjust these results ( and the above formulas) to take into account
the effects of a real ( steady) atmosphere, the pressures Ps and Peo
must be multiplied by (Ai/O(Ta/Tg)^I, where Ai/A is the ratio of the
isothermal ray tube area to the real ray tube area, evaluated at the
ground, and Ta/Tg is the ratio of the temperature at flight altitude
to the temperature at the ground. Also, al',
e
 must be interpreted as
the ratio of the advance that would occur in a real atmosphere to
that which occurs in a homogeneous atmosphere.
There appears ' to be no reason why aircraft cannot be designed
to approach these lower bounds without incurring excessive performance
penalties. However, a word of caution is certainly in order here. Our
understanding of which features of the overpressure signature are the
most undesirable ones is far from complete. The most annoying feature
of the ionic boom, as experienced outdoors, lies in the shock waves
themselves. The rest of the signature is essentially inaudible. On
the other hand the low frequencies, which are inaudib-A outdoors, con-
twin the majority of the acoustical energy and cause structures to
vibrate and windows to rattle. 8 The far-field lower bound signature
is the signature with the minimum impulse. At this stage, it is not
at all clear that the minimum shock pressure rise or the minimum
overpressure signatures, with their attendant high impulses are, indeed,
the most desirable ones.
R. Seeba3s
Center for Applied Mathematics
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
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FIGURE TITLES
1. Whitham function for the azimuthal plane directly under the
aircra;l. The calculations were carried out for the limit d + 0.
2. Minimum front shock pressure rise p 8 and overpressure pso as a
function of aircraft length for the conditions indicated.
3. An upper bound for the minimum shock pressure rise and over-
pressure for the conditions of Figure 2. No advantage has been
taken of the "tail wave" that occurs naturally. Also indicated
are the results for the positive phase of the pressure signature
alone.
I► . An upper bound for the minimum shock pressure rise and overpressure
as a function of aircraft length for weights that appropriate to
an eventual domestic SST.
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